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Motivation

General equilibrium models are useful tools in the analysis of the economy-wide
impacts of climate policies. Calibrated to observed data, they allow the quantitative
assessment of inter-industry linkages and the identification of general equilibrium
e↵ects.
Problem

I Very low sectoral detail in existing models of international trade used to evaluate
the consequences of sub-global climate policies

I Lacking detail on particularly energy or trade intensive sectors which are the focus
of bottom-up partial equilibrium studies, these models may be underestimating
leakage rates

Objectives

I Build a detailed dataset which expands sectoral coverage
I Estimate industrial sector response to sub-global carbon pricing policies
I Understand and quantify aggregation bias

Model

Static multi-sectoral, multi-regional general equilibrium based on CES functional
forms. Constant returns to scale technologies, except for fossil fuel production.
Armington trade structure. CO2 accounting for all fossil fuel inputs (gas, coal, crude
and refined oil).

Dataset

Expand on the widely used Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) data to create
gtap-mecs, a micro-consistent dataset covering the whole world economy with
increased sectoral disaggregation. All non-industrial sector data is based on GTAP
data. Industrial sectors are described using the following data sources:

I Energy intensity, CO2 intensity and fuel mix: EIA Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
(MECS)

I Input/output, final demand: Bureau of Economic Activity / IMPLAN
I International trade (bilateral flows): UN-COMTRADE / CEPII (HS6-level)
I Energy input substitution elasticities : calibrated from MECS
I Armington trade elasticities: GTAP / sensitivity analysis

Identifying assumptions allow the estimation of missing energy intensity data.

I Increases number of sectors
from 16 to 51 relative to GTAP

I Captures heterogeneity in relevant
dimensions

Aggregation bias - analytical expressions

What are the di↵erent sources of aggregation bias in energy-economic general
equilibrium models ?
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I .. in import substitution possibilities
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I .. in energy input substitution possibilities
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[✏j is the fossil specific CO2 intensity; ✏i is the sector specific CO2 intensity; ✓i is the sector specific

import share; �⌧ is the increase in the carbon tax]

Sub-global climate policies

I .. lead to leakage of carbon emissions to unconstrained countries.
I .. can be complemented with Border Carbon Adjustments (f. ex. import tari↵s)

Stylized simulations

Objective: identify the impact of disaggregation on variables of interest by comparing
the results from di↵erent calibrations of the same model.

Calibration to a range of aggregation levels: Scenarios:

GTAP1 one industrial aggregate REF 20% emission reduction in Annex 1

GTAP5 5-sector aggregation of GTAP TARIFF introduction of endogenous carbon

GTAP16 full disaggregation of GTAP (16 sectors) intensity-based import tari↵s

GTAP-MECS full MECS disagg, without elasticity calibration (Border Carbon Adjustment)

Sector-level results across aggregation levels

Aggregation bias - quantitative estimates

What is the direction and magnitude of bias caused by excessive aggregation ?
Direction in which Magnitude of bias if using:

aggregation biases results gtap1 gtap16

Industrial sectors (% change relative to benchmark in REF scenario)
Output upwards 21% to 51% 16% to 45%

Energy Demand assumption dependant -15% to 33% -11% to 40%
CO2 emissions downwards -68% to -80% -22% to -63%

Imports downwards -68% to -80% -23% to -52%
Embodied CO2 in imports downwards -54% to -77% 28% to -36%

Embodied CO2 in imports (at MECS intensities) downwards -97% to -98% -22% to -63%
Economy-wide variables

Carbon Price (REF) assumption dependant 11% to -18% 13% to -17%
Total Leakage (REF) assumption dependant 20% to -3% 30% to 5%

Total Leakage - holding fossil fuel prices fixed (REF FFP) downwards -15% to -49% 18% to -29%
Total Leakage (TARIFF) upwards 56% to 24% 51% to 20%

E�ciency of import tari↵s (BCAs) at reducing leakage (%leakage reduced) downwards -57% to -58% -29% to -32%
Tari↵ Revenue from import tari↵ assumption dependant 17% to -12% 17% to -11%

Note: range of bias corresponds to di↵erent energy intensity and elasticity assumptions used in gtap-mecs

Conclusions

I The sector-level correlation between trade intensities and energy intensities is an
important determinant of trade response to climate policy. Excessive aggregations
do not capture this correlation adequately.

I Aggregated calibrations overestimate industrial output loss and underestimate the
increase in CO2 embodied in imports.

I The e�ciency of border carbon adjustments at reducing leakage is underestimated.
I However, general equilibrium estimates of carbon prices and economy-wide leakage
rates are mostly una↵ected by the degree of industrial aggregation.


